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Contraction

of the Group of Diffeomorphisms of R
By Akira ASADA

(Comm. by Kinjir6 KUNUO, .J..., April 12, 1965)

In this note, we show that the group of all diffeomorphisms of
class C(1__ r_ ) of R is contractible to O(n) under the C"-topology.
(1 _< r’ <__ r).
The group of diffeomorphisms.
phism of class C and set

Let f" R-R be a diffeomor-

..., f(x))

(x e R),
where each fi(x) is a C-function on R’. Furthermore, we set
f(x) l-- V, (x)
f(x)-(fi(x),

Df(x)-(Df(x),

,

..., Df(x)), D= Xh.

..., i,), IP I--i/..
..., f).

p--(i,
J(f)(x)- (fi,

X

+i,,

-",

,

The set of all C-diffeomorphisms of R" forms a group. For any
e >0 and an compact set K of R consider the following subset of
this group"

U(f, K, e)-{g lt f(x)-g(x) I, Df(x)-Dg(x) Ie, P I<- r’, xe K}
where i_< r’ _< r.
Taking these U( f, K, e) as the open basis, the group of all C
diffeomorphisms becomes a topological group. (Cerf [1, 1, 4, 2.
Proposition 2, 4 (p. 287)). We denote this group by H’’(n) and
denote the subgroup of H,’(n) formed by those diffeomorphisms
fixing the origin by H,’(n). The contraction p" H,’(n) I--H,’(n)
defined by

-

.

...,

p(f,
A(x)-tA(o)),
shows that H0,’(n) is a strong deformation retract of H,’(n). Hence
in the remainder, we consider the group H[,’(n).
Homomorph_isms Jo and
Set

.

Jo(f)-J(f)(O), fe H,’(n),
Then, for
we have

Jo(U(f, K, e/n)) U(Jo(f), e), if 0 e K,
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(U(a), e/M)) U(t(a), K, ), if M:max Ix I.
K
Therefore the maps Jo H[’"(n)---*GL(n, R) and GL(n, R)-->H[,’(n)
,are both eontinuous. We note that J0 is not continuous if we use
the compact open topology.
Cleary, is an into isomorphism and its image is a elosed subgroup
H[,’(n). Hence we identify (GL(n,R)) with GL(n,R). Jo is
he identity map of GL(n, R).
Lemma 1. Let h be a C-funetion on R with h(O)-O, and set

...,

h(x, t)-t-h(tx,
tx), O< tl,
h
(, o)(O)x
then h(x, t) and Dh(x, t)([ p [r) are continuous as the functions on

RxL
Proof. If t@0, the continuity follows from the definition. As
h(0)-0, we have by the theorem of mean value,

(t),

0< <

As each h/8x is continuous, setting
pi,t(X)-- max 8h (sx)
ot

(0)

(, t)-

"=

.

p,t(x) is continuous in t and tends to 0 i t tends to 0. This proves
the continuity o h at t-0, because we get
h(x, t)-h(x, 0) l p,(x)I x I.
The continuity o Dh(, ollows rom the ollowing euality
(
D(h(x, 8)--(Dh)(x, "", ).
Definition
For f H[,’(), define
RR by
()- -f(x)
=(-(x, "", x), "", -A(x,"’, x)), 0 <

.

"

.

Ox
Lemma 2. fi has ollowing properties"
(i) fi= f and f0 e (GL(n, R)).
(ii) The correspondence f-fi is a homomorphism for all t.
(iii) Each ft belongs to H,’(n).
(iv) As the maps of RxI to R the maps g,h’RxI-R
defined by g(x, t)-gt(x) and h(x, t)-(Dft)(x) are all continuous for P ]--r.
(v) If f belongs to t(GL(n, R)) then f=f for all t.
Proof. (i) follows from the definition, and (ii) follows from
(2)
ftg(x)- t-f (t(-g(tx)))
t-f(g(tx)) (fg)t(x).

,
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By (2), ff;-()-x, hence f is a homeomorphism of R

,
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and as

we get

J(ft)(x)-J(f)(tx),
(containing $-0), we obtain (iii).
(iv) follows from lemma 1. (v) is clear by the definition.
Define the map
H[,’(n) I--H[,’(n) by

for all

$

"

e(f, t)--ft.
By (i) and (v) of lemma 2, we obtain
3)
(f, 1)-f, (f, 0)e,(GL(n, R)),
4
)(f, t)=f, for all t, if f e (GL(n, R)).
( )
Continuity of P. Let K be an arbitrary compact set in R and
set

M--maxe Ix I.

Furthermore, set

K= UtK.
0KtKI

Then since K is a continuous image of the compact set K
compRct.
Lemma 3. I belongs to (f, K, s), then we have

,

K is

[Df()-Dg() [<, i e K, p_<’,
ft(x)- gt(x) I< nVM, if x e K,
for all t (0<_t<_l).
Proof. By (1), we get

(5)
(6)

=t’- (Df)(tx)-(Dg)(tx)

<where x e K and y-tx e K. Hence we obtain (5).
By the mean value theorem, we have

(f_g)(ttx)x!
<

8x

8x

<_nMe.

0<t<l, xe K.

Therefore we get (6).
is continuous.
Lemma 4.
As
and
Proof.
Dft are continuous on R/, we can choose
ft
for any compact set K, to e I and e’ >0, a positive number a satisfying

(7)

fte V(fto, K,e’),

if
In (7), we take e’ to be smaller than min. (e/2nV’M, e/2) for
given e. Then if g belongs to U(f, K, e’), it follows from lemma 3

and (5) that

<- fo(X)-f(x) I+ f(x)- g(x)
and
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Dfo(X)-Dg(x)]
<_I Dfo(X)--Df(x) I+ DA(x)--Dg(x)
<: s’ + s’ < s,

x e K, t- to 1<

Therefore we get

(S)

.

P(U(f, K, e’) (I (to+ a, t0-a)))c U(A0, K, e),

is continuous.
for arbitrary t0 e L K and e. Hence
As is continuous, we get by (3) and (4) the following
Theorem. c(GL(n, R)) is a strong deformation retract of H;,’(n).
As c(GL(n, R)) is isomorphic to GL(n, R) (as a topological group)
and GL(n, R) is contractible to O(n), this theorem proves our assertion.
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